**Organization and overall purpose:**

The Access to Nutrition Initiative (ATNI) is a not-for-profit organization based in the Netherlands. ATNI shapes markets so they deliver more nutritious, affordable foods for all.

Through accountability tools and strategies, ATNI empowers key actors in the food system — starting with industry — to accelerate sustainable access to nutritious and affordable foods. We catalyse change through effective collaboration with companies, investors, policymakers, consumer representatives and civic leaders. Remaining independent and free of any undue influence, ATNI scrutinizes the performance of the world's food and beverage companies, benchmarking industry leaders on a range of nutrition related topics and indicators. We provide companies, investors and policymakers with the data, analyses and intel they need to drive sustainable change.

For more information on ATNI, please visit our website www.accesstonutrition.org.

**Role Overview:**

To support ATNI's strategy (2023-2027) — particularly its Communications workstreams — we seek a Communications Intern. Effective communication of evidence and data is critical to long-term change and impact. This internship offers a unique opportunity to contribute to the development and execution of ATNI's communications strategy, enhancing ATNI's brand and voice and ensuring that our corporate and project communications are delivered effectively.

ATNI is seeking to hire an intern to support the communications team of the organization. The communications team works towards the following objectives:

- To boost visibility and further strengthen the reputation among the key stakeholders of ATNI (companies, investors, civil society leaders, policy makers),
- To promote ATNI and its global tracking tools, projects and data provision.
- To ensure all stakeholders are sufficiently informed about how they can effectively utilize the tools we produce.
- To position ATNI as a thought leader in the following areas: private sector accountability in the food and beverage sector, nutrition as a material issue for investors and regulation to make support healthier food environments.

The Communications Intern will report to the Policy and Communications Lead, and work closely with the Junior Communications Manager, People and Operations Lead and Research Team to carry out tasks across various projects to help achieve these objectives. This position provides a unique opportunity to learn on the job and positively impact global health by helping to fundamentally shape the nutrition standards and practices of the largest food and beverage manufacturers globally. Because this position supports colleagues across the organization, you will have the opportunity to learn more about all ATNI's projects.

**Duties & Responsibilities:**

- Assist in the implementation of ATNI's communications strategy.
- Help organize and promote online events and webinars related to nutrition policies.
- Support the creation and dissemination of communications materials, including press releases, internal newsletters, social media content, and blog posts.
• Contribute to editing and formatting reports, policy briefings, and articles to increase ATNI’s visibility.
• Aid in boosting ATNI’s visibility and strengthening its brand and reputation among key stakeholders.
• Collaborate with the communications team to design and deliver communication campaigns
• Monitor media coverage and compile reports on communication activities and their impact.
• Assisting in updating and creating new content for the ATNI Website.

Job Requirements

Minimum Requirements:

• Currently pursuing a degree in communications, public relations, marketing, public health, nutrition, food systems, or a related field.
• Strong interest in nutrition issues, public health, and the food and beverage sector.
• Excellent written and spoken English.
• Good IT skills, including proficiency in Microsoft Office products (Excel, PowerPoint, and Word).

Skills Required:

• Strong writing and editing skills with attention to detail and consistency.
• Ability to analyze and synthesize information from various sources. The ability to translate research outputs into user friendly formats.
• Good planning, organizational, and time management skills.
• Strong communication skills for internal and external engagement.
• Familiarity with social media platforms and digital communication tools.
• Familiarity with website CMS; Wordpress.
• Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint.

Qualities Required:

• Highly motivated, self-directed, and adaptable.
• Able to work on multiple projects simultaneously.
• Strong commitment to addressing global nutrition challenges and willingness to develop expertise in relevant areas.
• Team-player who enjoys working collaboratively and flexibly within a growing team.
• Understanding of the challenges and limitations of working for a small NGO.

What We Offer:

A unique opportunity to gain hands-on experience in communication within the context of global nutrition and public health.

Mentorship and support from experienced professionals in the field.

Opportunities to network.

An inclusive and dynamic work environment.

The chance to make a substantial positive impact on improving global health through effective communication strategies.

Candidate should be eligible to work in the Netherlands.
The internship will last for 4 - 6 months, for 3 - 5 days a week (to be discussed). An internship fee will be offered and all travel expenses to and from the office (near Utrecht Centraal will also be covered. Internship learning objectives will be set and learning opportunities will be provided throughout the internship.

**Application process**

- **Closing date**: Interviews will take place on a rolling basis.
- **How to apply**: please submit your application to Katherine Pittore at Katherine.pittore@accesstonutrition.org
- Interviews will be conducted where possible in-person, and otherwise over Microsoft Teams.